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The problems discussed in this research was what is the use of media audio visual on learning dance sigeh penguten in SMP Negeri 1 Tanjung Raya. This research to described learning and the use of media audio visual on dance sigeh penguten in SMP Negeri 1 Tanjung Raya.

A theory that used in this research is the theory of learning and audio and visual media. Research method used in this research is descriptive qualitative. Data sources used are a variety of motion dance sigeh penguten which totaled 18 variety of motion done by teachers art and culture. The subject of this research is cultural arts teachers and students class VIII.A which totaled 30 students. Data collection techniques used the documentation of the photo and video, field notes, interviewing teachers and students as well as a test practices.

Audio and visual media is media of view heard. Audio and visual media on learning dance sigeh penguten very help teachers and students. The position of teacher only as a companion or facilitators while students as user video. The use of video dance sigeh penguten can help students to look at on all variety of motion, a musical accompaniment and fashion used, students can also reiterated video in motion that are considered to be difficult. Average yields observation test practices of the attitude of the motion of the head, the attitude of the motion of the hand, attitude footwork, rote order motion as well as the accuracy of motion with musical category of classified as in good.
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